Agency/
District ______________ School __________Grade

Date_______

Your feedback about Trauma Smart is very important to us. Thank you for taking
the time to complete this survey and to add your comments.
Your comments…
…let us know how we are doing.
…improve training and service delivery for you and future participants.
…provide information that we can share with funders and civic leaders to ensure
that others can participate in the future.

1.

Trauma Smart is strengthening my practice in support of children’s socialemotional learning.


Strongly Agree

2.


Agree


Neutral





Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Circle all that apply:
a. I am better able to remain calm and supportive when children are in distress.
b. I have gained skills for managing my own affect (mood, reaction.)
c. I have gained skills for supporting the social emotional skills of children.
d. Big Behaviors among children have decreased.
e. Children use social emotional skills when interacting with other children and
adults.
f. Children are better able to attend to curriculum and lessons.
g. Other ways Trauma Smart strengthens my practice: (describe in comments)
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3.

Trauma Smart is supporting my professional growth.





Strongly
Agree

Agree


Neutral





Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

4. Circle all that apply:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

5.

I have gained skills that I can use in the classroom
I am becoming a more skillful teacher or staff member.
I have used Trauma Smart training for continuing education credits.
I am more confident to meet the needs in my class.
I feel I can make a difference.
Other ways Trauma Smart supports my professional growth: (describe in
comments)

I believe Trauma Smart is impacting our school in the following ways:
Circle all that apply:
a. Our school has become a better place to work.
b. Our staff treats one another more respectfully.
c. There are self-care opportunities at my school.
d. Fewer children are being removed from the classroom for behaviors.
e. Fewer children are being sent home or removed from school.
f. There are fewer behavior incidents in our school.
g. Other ways Trauma Smart is impacting our school: (describe in comments)

6.

I am satisfied with Trauma Smart Training.


Strongly
Agree


Agree


Neutral





Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

7. Comments:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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